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2012 Winter Session (2012-2013 Academic Year) 
ENGL 464B: Twentieth-Century Studies (3 credits) 
 
Instructor: Dr. Gisèle M. Baxter 
Section: 002 
Term: 2 
 
Course Description: 

* * * REVISED * * * 

Except for minor tweaks, this is pretty much what you can expect in January. The novels have been 
ordered. Information concerning access to the film core texts will be forthcoming. 

"Martin Luther was asked, what would you do if tomorrow the world would come to an end, 
and he said, 'I would plant an apple tree today.' This is a real good answer. I would start 
shooting a movie." 
-- Werner Herzog (Interview. Guardian. Online. 14 April 2012.) 

This course will examine, using the lenses of literary and cultural studies, (mostly) late 20th/early 21st 
century texts representing concerns rooted in significant events and developments of the 20th century: 
social and political restructuring; war, epidemic and genocide on a previously unimaginable scale; 
technological revolutions; demographic shifts; environmental exploitation; millennial anxieties. The 
focus will narrow from the broadly dystopian emphasis of previous sections to consider the post-
apocalyptic narrative, and its shift from the mid-century Cold War fears of nuclear annihilation, to the 
millennial realization that there are many ways the world could "end". These texts will also 
demonstrate there are many ways of representing the landscape(s) remaining, and the lives of human 
beings, after the apparent end. We'll start by examining Joseph Conrad's very late 19th century 
novella Heart of Darkness not in most ways this text is usually approached, but in thinking of it as 
source material Francis Ford Coppola's refunctioning as the film Apocalypse Now (we will discuss the 
2001 Redux version). 
 
Required Texts: 

 Joseph Conrad, Heart of Darkness 
 Philip K. Dick, Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? 
 Angela Carter, Heroes and Villains 
 Margaret Atwood, Oryx & Crake 
 Cormac McCarthy, The Road 
 Apocalypse Now: Redux (1979/2001 film; dir. Francis Ford Coppola) 
 The Matrix (1999 film; dir. Andy Wachowski and Lana Wachowski) 
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Students are encouraged to introduce in discussion related texts and films; clips from a variety of 
relevant films will be screened. We will gradually build as a collaborative project a list of this material, 
including such texts as this extremely selective lot: The Road (film of McCarthy's 
novel), Threads (TV), Riddley Walker(novel), 28 Days Later (film), On the Beach (novel and 
film), Children of Men (novel and film), The Walking Dead (novel and TV), The Day After (film), The 
Book of Eli(film), Mad Max (films), The Stand (novel), Survivors (TV), I am Legend (novel and 
films), AI: Artificial Intelligence (film). 
 
Course Requirements: 

 participation (largely based on contribution to in-class and online discussion, completion of 
at least one online exercise: 10%) 

 midterm essay (25%) 
 term paper requiring research (40%) 
 final examination (25%) 

Note: Much of the course material is potentially very disturbing. Also, if the course appeals to you 
because of one particular text, look up information on the other texts before deciding to register, as 
you will be expected to bring the same degree of attention and enthusiasm to all texts required for the 
course. 
 
Updates will be posted on my blog, linked here: http://faculty.arts.ubc.ca/gmbaxter, or follow me on 
Twitter (@drgmbaxter) for notices of updates. 


